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USING ADOBE ACROBAT DC AS AN IAP BUILDER FOR IMTS
PDF files are a convenient and easy file format to work with on their own, but when trying to use many
different PDF files in an attempt to build a document such as an IAP, you will need Adobe Acrobat to
properly manipulate the ICS forms into IAPs. Having a copy of Adobe Acrobat in the Planning Section will
be necessary if the IMT wants to create, compile, to adjust and tweek forms to fit the requirements of
the incident.
Acrobat is not designed as dedicated IAP builder but the following process using Adobe Acrobat will
allow the IMT to effectively and efficiently create IAPs much like any commercially purchased IAP
building software. A challenge using other off the shelf program, considerable programming effort and
customization needs to be performed to be able to utilize ICS Canada forms.
With Adobe Acrobat you can convert and import any graphic, or most any MS Office file format or
document as a PDF.
A must-have application for any T3 IMT or higher.

Setting Up Files for Creating an Acrobat IAP Portfolio
Starting the IAP
There will most likely be one person responsible for collecting all the IAP components and consolidating
them into an IAP. Different IMT members will have their part to do in contributing to the IAP. If you are
lucky they will be able to complete a fillable form so that who ever is compiling the IAP (often that will
often be the RESL) into a Portfolio File, you will not have to transpose info onto another form.
IAP Working Files
Create a folder to deposit your files as they are turned in and don’t forget to complete your own forms!
If you receive files in other formats, convert them to PDF for the “working file”.
Files You Will Need
Once you have collected all the forms and they are in pdf format, determine what order you want them
to print in by renaming each file by including a number in the order of sequence you want them to be
displayed. There are other ways to reorder the files but we will start with this process.
You should have the basic ICS forms re-named for the IAP Portfolio pdf:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0Coverpage
1Form 202
2Form 203
3IAPMap
4Form 204 – 1 for each division and group. We will include 4, Form 204s for this document.
5Form 204
6Form 204
7Form 204
8Form 205
9Form 206
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•
•

•

10Form 208
11 …If required, include other forms or files in PDF format (messages, other documents, traffic
plans, transportation plans, detailed weather, water level charts, etc. in PDF format. Continue
with the numbering prefix with the Form 214 always at the back.
12Form 214

Creating a Portfolio File
Think of the Portfolio File to be like a file folder with a set of files included. Each of the files are still
individual files and you can work with any file at any time within the IAP Portfolio PDF file. Once you
have all your forms ready and renamed, you can create the portfolio file.
Open Adobe Acrobat and go to “File->Create->PDF Portfolio”

Click to open “Add Files”.
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Navigate to location of your IAP Working Files folder.
Select all the files you want to add and click “Open”

Adobe will open a screen showing the files you selected and in the order you have created. If for some
reason you want to change any order of appearance, you can drag the files to any location on the screen
to reorder the files. If you realize you are missing a file, click on “Add File” and locate the file you are
missing. If you are happy with order, click “Create”.
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Files are now assembled into a portfolio format. Click on any form on left side and it will display the file
on the right side of screen. You can edit any content as you review all the files. Check each file for
accuracy. Any changes made in the portfolio is not saved in the original files in the “IAP Working Folder”.

Once you reviewed files and ready to print IAP, Select the files on the left you want to print. To select
“all” files, hold down “Shift Key” and click on the 1st file, then while holding down the “Shift Key”, select
the last file and all the files in between will be included in your selection.

If you only want to select certain files, hold down the “Ctrl Key” and click on each file you want to select.
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Click on the “Print” icon and you will see a popup screen asking you to print “Current Pdf” or “All files in
the portfolio”. Select “All” and click “OK”

Adobe will open to the print screen and here you can select your printer, colour/bw, etc.

Open the drop down “Comments and Forms” and select “Document and Markup”. You can page
preview your document by clicking arrows on the previewer below and if you see an lines or borders
missing it is because you have selected “Document and Markup” in your Comments and Forms
dropdown list.
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If you are happy with the preview, then scroll to bottom of the Print screen and click on “Print”.
7All files selected will be sent to printer.

Another option rather than printing directly to printer is to “Print to PDF”.
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Rather than selecting a printer to print to, select Printer=”Adobe PDF”. Again in Comments and Forms
drop down list, select “Documents and Markup”. Then scroll down and click “Print” under the document
previewer.

You will be prompted to where you want to store the finished files. Navigate to your folder, and you will
be prompted to accept each file as it is being saved to your folder. The end result will be a list of pdf files
in your destination folder. Now its time to combine them all into a final file for an IAP.
Close your “Portfolio” file and save it in your IAP Working folder.
Assembling a Print Ready IAP
If you closed Adobe Acrobat, open it again then navigate to “Create -> Combine files in a Single PDF”
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Click on the centre of screen prompting you to “Add Files”
Navigate to where you saved your final IAP files and select all files you want in the final IAP pdf.

All files will be imported into Adobe Acrobat. Review to ensure you have all the files you need. At this
time, you can also arrange order by clicking and dragging any file, before or after any other file. What
ever order you arrange the files in, will be the order they are showing in the final IAP pdf.
Once you are content with the order, click on “Combine”.

The files will be combined into a single pdf with a default name “Binder1.pdf”. Save and rename your
file to properly identify the IAP document for the operational period. This is your final draft for the IAP.
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As a good house keeping practice, you will need to clean up unneeded files generated by this process.
Using file explorer, return to your “IAP Working Folder” where you placed the original forms and saved a
copy of the Portfolio1.pdf. Single click on the Portfolio1.pdf file and change the name it to identify it as
the portfolio master for the IAP you just generated. You will generate a new portfolio files for each IAP
from your original master file.
Delete all the original individual Pdf forms for they are also found in the portfolio file you created.
In your IAP file folder where you saved the generated pdf files
and final draft IAP file, delete the individually generated IAP
files keeping only the final draft IAP file. The only two files you
should have is the Portfolio pdf file in the IAP Working Folder
and the Final Draft IAP pdf in the Final IAP Folder.
If any changes need to be made to content, you need to return
to the portfolio pdf file in your “Working Folder”, make
changes to any forms or add/delete forms and start the
generation process all over again, ending up with your 2nd Final
Draft IAP. Once the IC is satisfied it is acceptable he will initial it
and date it. The IAP is then sent to Documentation Unit for
photocopying and to file the original into the Incident Filing
System. Documentation may scan the document and save an
electronic copy of the final IAP. Again, delete any individual pdf
forms in your Working and IAP folders, keeping just the new
versions of the portfolio pdf and draft IAP pdf. After each
revision until you finalize the IAP, you will generate multiple Portfolio and IAP files. Keep your final
version and delete the rest. After the IAP has been finalized for reproduction, you should only have one
Portfolio master and one Draft IAP master in your files for that Operational Period.
The Resources Unit Leader will use a copy of the Portfolio pdf to make corrections during the
operational period should changes occur between when the IAP is being printed and the end of the
operational period. Changes will be noted throughout the day and noted on an Amended IAP for the
Operational Period and attached to the original IAP in the incident filing system. Often the RESL will be
the person charged with the assembling the IAP so they may work directly using a “copy” of the original
IAP Portfolio pdf. Once completed the copy of the file will be saved as the “Amended XXXXX IAP.pdf” for
the operational period and printed and filed with Documentation.
Generating a New IAP for the Next Operational Period
For the next day the cycle starts again. Those responsible for providing content IAP content will submit
their forms to RESL for compilation into a final IAP for the next operational period. For the most part if
everyone is providing electronic copies of the forms, they will amend the previous form they had and
submit as a new document. Make sure they are clearly identified as a new file, so it won’t be confused
with other files from previous submissions (that’s why we delete all the other individual form files so
they don’t get confused with submissions from subsequent days.
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Suggestions and Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

There should be at least one copy of Adobe Acrobat with an IMT. Adobe Acrobat efficiently
handles PDF files and can be used to tweak and adjust forms for content that won’t “fit”.
Anyone completing electronic forms should have the most recent version of Adobe Reader
Good file management practices are a must. Delete unessiary files and separate your Portfolio
files from your Draft IAP files.
If you have several draft IAPs while creating a Final Draft IAP, in the end keep only the Last Draft
version.
The RESL will work from the either a paper copy of the IAP to update for the day or use a copy of
the Portfolio pdf to make changes and write-ins to the IAP throughout the day.
Once the incident is complete, the only versions of the IAPs that are filed are the IAP and the
Amended IAP for each operational period. If files were provided electronically, a printed copy
will also be reproduced for the incident filing system. All other copies should be deleted.
When using Adobe Acrobat don’t be tempted to jump directly to “Combining Files to a Single
PDF” without creating a Portfolio first. If you skip creating a Portfolio, your multiple verions of
the 204s will be all over written by the first 204. An annoying quirk within the Adobe program.
The final official IAP that started the operational period will be filed with Documentation. If the
RESL makes updates throughout the shift changes will be made to an Amended Official IAP and
filed with the Official IAP in Documentation.

Any comments, suggestions or ideas to improve upon this process please forward to
sandy.mckinnon@icscanada.ca. We are always looking for opportunities to better support responders
and your feedback will be appreciated.
If you find any errors or faults with the described process, please advise and I will work the problem
and update the document. This was developed without a good proofing of process so your help
truthing this will be welcomed.
This description was developed using Adobe Acrobat DC application.
If you or your agency have any tips and tricks that could benefit others, please share and I will
distribute it accordingly

Sandy McKinnon
ICS Canada
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